FANTASTIC THEATRE FOR FAMILIES @ the LINENHALL
BLÁTH / THE FLOWER - Branar (Ireland)
Monday 19th May @ 7.30pm
Branar in association with Roscommon Arts Centre & Limerick City of Culture
present Bláth / The Flower
Bláth - The Flower is set in a world that has
decided colour and plants are no longer
needed. A boy finds a magical book and sees
flowers for the first time. He then discovers a
packet of flower seeds in a junk shop and must
learn how to bring the flower to life.
Bláth is based on the children's book The
Flower by John Light and Lisa Evans. Designed
by the artist Maeve Clancy with original music
by Colm Mac Con Iomaire (The Frames), Bláth
is a non verbal show that will enchant
audiences as they enter a world made entirely
of paper. Combining, puppetry, object theatre and original score, Bláth promises to a show that will
be unforgettable. Directed by Marc Mac Lochlainn
Suitable for ages 7 years +

THE SECRET OF Q - Het Filiaal (Netherlands)
Thursday 12th June @ 7.30pm
A spectacular show, with cameras, puppets,
models, and projection – it will take your
breath away!
G is ten and has never been outside. That’s
just the safest thing to do, says Q. He’s the
boss of the town where G lives with her
father, mother, and grandfather. As long as
you stay inside, nothing can go wrong. Those
are Q’s rules, and everyone keeps them –
until G’s grandfather remembers something
and suddenly disappears. For the first time in
her life, G breaks the rules and goes outside:
looking for both her grandfather and the
secret of Q… An exciting thriller for young
and old - with cameras, puppets, models, and projection.
Suitable for ages 7 years +
Presented by Shortworks, a network of venues committed to presenting
the highest quality arts experiences for children.

TICKETS FOR EACH SHOW: €8, €25 (Family of four)
Linenhall Arts Centre, 094 9023733, www.thelinenhall.com

